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ABSTRACT

Fabrication, Characterization and Application of Zinc Oxide and Zinc Magnesium Oxide Nanostructures

Abdiel Rivera, PhD
University of Connecticut, 2020

Zinc oxide is a wide bandgap semiconductor with relatively large exciton energy of 60 meV, and longitudinal optical phonon energy of 72 meV. ZnO can be grown in any nanostructure (nanoribbons, nanowires, nanorods, films, core-shell, among others), under any growth condition (metal-organic chemical vapor deposition (MOCVD), molecular beam epitaxial (MBE), hydrothermal, radio-frequency sputtering, sonochemical, etc) to be implemented in a variety of applications. For instance, by adding Mg to ZnO, the energy band separation increases and shift to a lower wavelength. Using ZnMgO, in the form of vertical nanowires, can improve the resolution of solar-blind UV-detectors. Nevertheless, the sol-solubility of ZnO – MgO phase diagram, exemplify the challenges to increase the Mg mole fraction without resulting in MgO mix phase.

In this study, the Mg mole fraction under MOCVD synthesis is pushed from 19% to 30%, without MgO phase, by adjusting the growth parameters. The highest Mg mole fraction yet, for nanowires, is validated using EDS on SEM and TEM, XRD and PL. During the characterization of the ZnMgO nanowires, it is observed that the lattice volume does not remain constant with the increment of Mg mole fraction as it has been, until now, assumed. Based on these observations and using experimental data, new stiffness coefficients are proposed.
Taking advantage of the very well developed ZnMgO vertically aligned nanowires, co-axial core-shell structures are grown using MOCVD and employed as a gas sensor. It is noted that the gas sensitivity of the ZnMgO/ZnO core-structures has a direct correlation with the Mg mole fraction at the core. It is also validated that the native defects, specifically, the doubly charged oxygen vacancy ($V_{o}^{2+}$) are responsible for the trapping and de-trapping of the gas molecules. In addition to vertically aligned nanowires, for the first time, purely ZnO horizontal nanowires in the absence of any assisting mechanism, have been grown on p-Si substrate. Typically, quasi-horizontal nanowires are grown by pre-treating the substrate using patterns, etching or catalyst. In this study it was found that a low concentration of zinc nitrate, when compared to hexamethylenetetramine needs to be maintained in the aqueous solution to preclude the growth of ZnO (002).
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Chapter 1

Introduction

ZnO has a direct energy band gap of 3.37 eV, a relatively large exciton energy of 60 meV, and longitudinal optical (LO) phonon energy of 72 meV, making it suitable for optoelectronic applications including quantum cascade lasers (QCLs), ultraviolet (UV) light-emitting diodes (LEDs), and UV detectors. ZnO nanowires (NWs) and nanorods (NRs) have been found to exhibit large spontaneous and strain-induced piezoelectric polarizations, enabling them to be harnessed for energy harvesting applications. In addition, the thermoelectric property of ZnO NWs has been utilized by fabricating nanoscale devices for energy scavenging. Furthermore, ZnO is chemically stable and biocompatible, making ZnO NW/NR-based devices suitable for biosensing applications. ZnO-based ternaries realized by the incorporation of Mg, Cd, Be, Co among others, allow bandgap engineering and a wide application platform. In particular, bandgap energy can be increased by increasing Mg mole fraction in $\text{Zn}_1-x\text{Mg}_x\text{O}$ crystals, making them suitable for development of solar blind detectors and ZnMgO/ZnO HEMT.

1.1 Literature Review - Growth Technique:

Pulse Laser Deposition (PLD)

Pulse laser deposition (PLD) is a method, as the name suggests, that it use a laser pulse to strike the material (targets) that will be deposited on the substrate. These targets are prepared by milling the powders (the source, i.e. ZnO, MgO, CdO, etc) together, pressed
and sintered at high temperatures for a long time [1]. When the laser hit the target(s) it generates a plasma that it gets transfer to the substrate using a carrier gas, typically Argon. In addition to Argon, Oxygen is also flowed through the chamber to oxidize the sample. The substrate is heated up as a mechanism to control the nucleation density. The growth of the ZnO nanowire, particularly the growth rate is controlled by the duration and frequency of the laser pulse. A. Shkurmanov et al. [2] presented at the 30th Eurosensors Conference in 2016 that in order to control the lateral and vertical growth rate: i) the seed layer must be formed of a nuclei pyramids, ii) high laser pulses, which in turn is directly proportional to the amount of Zn delivered to the sample, prioritize the vertical growth over the lateral growth leading to the growth of thin NWs (thickness ~100nm, length ~2.3µm for ~24k pulses).

Other parameters that can influence the morphology, density, and quality of the nanowires are the laser energy density, the distance between the target and the substrate, the gas flow rates and the pressure of the chamber. For gold assisted growth the oxygen partial pressure, as pointed out by Zhang et al. [4], influenced the morphological quality of the nanowires, scilicet, at high partial pressure the nucleation of ZnO seem to be originated...
from other facets not the preferential site of the liquid-alloy-ZnO interface, turning into random morphologies. Figure 1.2 shows the SEM of ZnO NWs under two different oxygen partial pressure, 2 Torr and 0.2 Torr.

![SEM image of ZnO nanowires under two different oxygen partial pressure](image)

**Fig. 1.2:** SEM image of ZnO nanowires under two different oxygen partial pressure [4].

**Molecular Beam Epitaxy (MBE)**

Molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) is a fabrication technique mostly used to grow thin film under high or ultra-high vacuum. The high vacuum must be maintained evenly along the chamber to guarantee the uniformity of the structure. The MBE chamber does not use a carrier gas which should minimize the defects associated with gases like N\textsubscript{2}. The targets are heated up independently using quasi-Knudsen effusion cells (observed in figure 1.3) or electron beam evaporators, until it begins to sublime. The gases will condense on the surface of the substrate where will react with each other. The flow rate of the gases is controlled by small orifices at the targets using shutters that regulates the flux of the molecular beams. One of the biggest advantages of the MBE systems is that the quality of the structure can be monitored in-situ with reflection high energy electron diffraction spectroscopy (RHEED). However, most of the reported growth of ZnO nanowires using
MBE uses gold as a catalyst which can incorporate unintentional defects by leaving remnants of gold all over the sample, in particular, on the tip of the nanowire.

For example, Isakov et al. [6] studied the effects of the morphology of the Au layer over the ZnO nanowires by varying the diameter and separation between gold nanoparticles. The nanowires were only grown in a temperature starting around 700°C and not to exceed 800°C as the natural SiO$_2$ evaporates bringing Au in contact with Si. Isakov projected that the optimal growth temperature should be around 850°C as the wall of the nanowires becomes parallel with temperature and at the same time that the density of the nanowires increases by activating more gold nanodots. As a way to increase further the growth temperature, Isakov suggested a buffer layer of ZnO grown prior to depositing the gold layer, for 10 min at 750°C. The SEM of the NWs grown at 850°C using the buffer layer is compared to those grown on Au at 750 and 800°C in figure 1.4 showing an increased of about 100 times more nanowires per area. The Zn beam-equivalent pressure was also found to be limited in the range of $1 \times 10^{-7}$ to $5 \times 10^{-7}$ Torr.

**Fig. 1.3:** Schematic diagram of an MBE growth chamber [5].
Radio frequency (RF) sputtering, seen in figure 1.5, is not commonly used to growth ZnO nanowires, however, is one of the most common and inexpensive methods to deposit nanostructures ZnO films or seed layer at room temperature. The substrate is placed in a chamber under vacuum while the target (ZnO) is energized by very high voltage (upward $10^{12}$ V). An inert gas is inserted into the chamber that will be ionized through the RF waves. Once the ions make contact with the target material, the radio waves pull out the atoms into the surface of the substrate. Under RF sputtering the properties of the nanostructures are mostly controlled by the seed layer rather than RF power, pressure and gas flow rate [7]. The only documentation of ZnO nanowires grown using RF sputtering was published in 2003 by W.-T. Chiou et al. [8] and claimed the achievement was done by inducing additional strain over the surface by using a layer of copper. However, the nanowires were polycrystalline which was then improved, according to Chiou, with the addition of oxygen ($O_2/Ar = 0.3$) during the growth of the nanowires resulting in a single crystal. Figure 1.6
shows the progression of the nanowires upon growth duration, prior the growth, after 5 min and 30 min of deposition, respectively.

**Fig. 1.5:** Schematic drawing of the RF sputtering system [9].

**Fig. 1.6:** SEM of ZnO nanowires grown at: a) initial growth, b) 5 min deposition and c) 30 min deposition [8].

A more typical application for RF sputtering is to form core-shell structures by using ZnO NWs grown under other technique (i.e., MOCVD) and coat it with a thin layer. This is the case for J.P. Kar et al. [10] who grew a thin layer of ZnMgO on top of ZnO NWs previously grown using MOCVD. The challenge of this technique is to minimize the diffusion of the Mg into the ZnO layer as it is known that film grown using RF sputtering
requires high annealing temperatures. Kar annealed the ZnMgO film at 900°C for 1 min in nitrogen ambient using rapid thermal annealing treatment (RTA) in a way to reduce the diffusion of Mg and altering the size and shape of the nanostructures. Similar to the work done by J.P. Kar, H.W. Kim et al. [11] coated ZnO nanowires previously grown using CVD with aluminum doped ZnO film to form a p-n junction and to protect the ZnO NWs from oxidation.

**Hydrothermal Synthesis**

Hydrothermal synthesis is a solution phase synthesis carried out in an aqueous solution. For this process, the sample is placed upside down in an aqueous solution with some sort of zinc compound and a buffer to control the chemical reaction. Typically, methenamine (HMTA) is used to provides the hydroxyl ions to react with Zn$^{2+}$ ions to form ZnO. The chemical reaction is summarized below. Then, the bottle with the sample is placed in a water bath at temperatures in the range of 60 to 95°C for 6 to 24hrs depending upon the desired properties of the nanowires/nanorods. Like in the MOCVD, the duration of the growth impacts the dimensions of the nanostructure while the orientation is determined by the seed layer.

In the hydrothermal method, the decomposition of the precursors Zn(NO$_3$)$_2$ + 6H$_2$O, HMTA, and DI water forms formaldehyde, ammonium, and hydroxide ($\text{C}_6\text{H}_{12}\text{N}_4 +\text{H}_2\text{O} \rightarrow 6\text{HCHO} + 4\text{NH}_4 + 4\text{OH}$). HMTA acts as a source of OH to drive the precipitation reaction. Hydroxide ions are released as the HMTA decomposes and controls the acidity of the solution by negating the effect of hydrogen ions. pH effects on the growth of ZnO have been noted by Ashford et al. [12] Zinc ions originating from the zinc nitrate are combined
with the hydroxide to form zinc oxide and water ($\text{Zn}_2 + 2\text{OH} \rightarrow \text{ZnO} + \text{H}_2\text{O}$). The concentration of Zn ions in the solution during the hydrothermal process is limited and decreases with increasing growth time.

Hydrothermal synthesis has been used to grow ZnO nanorods in a variety of substrates, p-Si(100), u-GaN/Sapphire and SiO$_2$/p-Si. As described by Ji et al. [13] the thickness and orientation of the seed layer influence the orientation of the nanostructure as thicker layer minimized the effect of defects and strain developed by lattice mismatch.

Although hydrothermal synthesis is a low-temperature process that can be used to growth ZnO nanostructures at a low cost, it has the disadvantage that the amount of Zn$_2^+$ ions decrease with growth time. The degree of supersaturation influences whether the growth of NWs (or NRs) continues along the vertical axis or if secondary growth from laterally oriented faceted ZnO ([0101]) occurs [14]. A low NH$_4^+$/Zn$_2^+$ ratio promotes the precipitation of ZnO resulting in high-density nucleation. Conversely, a high NH$_4^+$/Zn$_2^+$ ratio causes dissolution of ZnO and suppresses nucleation.

**Sonochemical Synthesis**

The sonochemical synthesis follows the same chemistry as hydrothermal, but it uses the extra energy of the ultrasound wave to increase the growth rate. The sonochemistry consists of gas bubbles generated by ultrasound collating against each other. Suslick et al. [15] explained that there are three regions which temperature varies from $T > 5000K$ inside of the collapsing bubble, $T \sim 1900K$ at the interface of the bubble with the liquid and ambient temperature for the rest of the solution. It is in that intermediated state that X.L. Hu in 2004 [16] synthesized “unsuspended” ZnO nanowires using zinc nitrate and HMTA,
the same compounds described previously under hydrothermal growth. Hu concluded that
the length of the nanowires would be dictated by the duration of the growth while the
diameter (thickness) would vary upon HMTA/Zn$^{2+}$. In 2008, a professor from the
Department of Chemical Engineering in a university in South Korea, Prof. S.-H. Jeong [17]
reported vertically aligned ZnO nanorods arrays on various substrates using a 50W
transducer @ 20kHz, as seen in Figure 1.7. For his work, the sonochemical process resulted
in a growth rate of 500nm/hr in contrast to 40nm/hr using hydrothermal, at least 10 times
faster.

![Fig. 1.7: a) Schematic illustration of a sonochemical route to vertically ZnO nanorods on various substrate. B) 4 cm x 4 cm Zn sheet after 1h of ZnO growth. C) A tilt view SEM image of ZnO nanorods arrays grown on a Zn sheet. d) A magnified view of oriented ZnO nanorods with length of 50 to 150 nm, and diameter of 300 to 900 nm. e) TEM and f) an HRTEM of a single ZnO nanorods detached from the Zn sheet. [17]](image)

**Metal Organic Chemical Vapor Deposition (MOCVD)**

The MOCVD uses metal-organics as the precursors for the deposition. The metal
organics are storage in their liquid form, but by adjusting the pressure and the temperature
in the bubbler, the vapor phase is taken using a carrier gas (i.e., N\textsubscript{2}, Ar, H\textsubscript{2}, etc.). These gases are introduced into the chamber where will react with the oxidizer gas on the surface of the substrate. The chemical composition of the growth is controlled by the relative ratio of the mixed gases. The substrate is kept in a heated-up furnace which temperature and pressure are controlled to guarantee the uniformity of the growth. MOCVD is a much simpler process and carries a faster growth rate (around 10 times \cite{18} as compared to MBE.

**Fig. 1.8: MOCVD hot-wall reactor scheme \cite{19}**

MOCVD has many advantages, but it lacks in-situ characterization and tailoring the right chemistry to achieve ZnO NWs can be quite challenging. Not only the formation of ZnO NWs varies upon the employed metal-organic (i.e., DEZn (Diethylzinc), Me\textsubscript{2}Zn (dimethylzinc), Et\textsubscript{2}Zn (diethyl zinc), among others) but also upon carrier gas (i.e., Ar\textsubscript{2}, N\textsubscript{2}) and oxygen source (i.e., O\textsubscript{2}, N\textsubscript{2}O). The thermodynamics of the gas-phase reactions need to be adjusted to minimize premature reaction, as the gases most react at the surface of the substrate. A study made by K. Black et al. \cite{20} concluded that like in the case of the precursor Et\textsubscript{2}Zn, Me\textsubscript{2}Zn(THF), for the same flow rates of precursor and oxygen source, it has a narrow temperature window that will result in nanowires. Figure 1.9 shows the SEM of the ZnO deposited on Si(111) varying the temperature from 475 to 525°C while keeping the Zn/O ratio constant. Also, as it will be described further in the thesis, the lattice
mismatch that carry any substrates, impacts the orientation, thickness and lengths of the nanowires/nanorods.

Fig. 1.9: SEM of ZNO deposited at 475°C (left), 500°C (middle) and 525°C (right) [20]

1.2 Objectives:

In this work, the main focus the growth, characterization and fabrication of ZnO and ZnMgO based devices providing the physics and the governing mechanism responsible of the intrinsic characteristic of ZnO. Special attention is given to ZnMgO NWs as limited work has been done and it has been rarely reported a single phase ZnMgO NWs with large Mg mole fraction without exhibiting characteristics of MgO mixed phase. The following is addressed in this study:

(i) Achieves the highest Mg mole fraction under MOCVD synthesis on ZnMgO nanowires without MgO mix phase. The crystal structure upon Mg mole fraction is explain and correlate to the strain and lattice constants.

(ii) Based on the observations that the lattice volume does not remain constant with the increment of Mg mole fraction as it has been and using experimental data, new stiffness coefficients are proposed.
(iii) Growth of the first horizontal nanowires on a substrate without pre-treating the surface of the substrate, the help of blocking layers or photoresist.

(iv) ZnO thin film is grown on p-Silicon substrate with hall electron mobility of 531 cm²/V.s, currently the highest reported at room temperature is 440 cm²/V.s.

(v) Explain the effect of Mg in ZnMgO/ZnO core-shell structure used as gas sensor and correlated to photoluminescence spectrum.
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Chapter 2

Growth of ZnO Nanowires

In this chapter, the growth and optimization process of the ZnO seed layer used for the nanowires (NWs) and nanorods (NRs) is described. Then, a comparison of ZnO NWs and NRs grown using metalorganic chemical vapor deposition (MOCVD) and hydrothermal synthesis, respectively, on $p$-Si (100), GaN/sapphire, and SiO$_2$ substrates is presented. Finally, the morphology and crystal structure of the ZnO NWs and NRs are analyzed under scanning electron microscope (SEM), x-ray diffraction (XRD) and photoluminescence (PL).

2.1 ZnO Seed Layer:

2.1.1 Growth of ZnO Seed Layer

ZnO thin films were deposited on p-Si and GaN substrates using FirstNano EasyTube 3000 MOCVD system at a constant temperature and pressure of 300$^\circ$ C and 70 Torr, respectively. Diethylzinc (DEZn) and N$_2$O were used as the zinc and oxygen precursors and nitrogen was used as the carrier gas. The growth was carried out for 20 mins maintaining a steady flow of 50 SCCM and 35 SCCM of DEZn and N$_2$O, respectively. After deposition of the thin film, the samples were annealed at 500 – 750$^\circ$ C under N$_2$ ambient.

2.1.2 Annealing

The ZnO thin films grown on p-Si and GaN substrate were annealed at 500 – 750$^\circ$ C under N$_2$ ambient. The scanning electron microscope (SEM) images shown in figure 2.1
and 2.2, shows the surface of the film corresponding to p-Si and GaN substrate, respectively, under different annealing conditions. Thermal annealing at 500 to 600° C, for p-Si, resulted in a smoother film with smaller RMS roughness. As the temperature increased, > 700° C, large grains with grain sizes between 35 to 155 nm were observed. Meanwhile, the film grown on GaN substrate showed better morphology in general. Figure 2.2 shows the surface of the film for annealing temperature as grown, 500, 600, 700 and 750° C. The smoothness of the surface for ZnO film grown on GaN could be related to the small lattice mismatch between ZnO and GaN, about 2% (compressive strain), in contrast with 40% of tensile strain between ZnO and p-Si.

**Fig. 2.1**: SEM of ZnO thin film grown on p-Si substrate as a function of annealing temperature (as grown, 500, 600, 700 and 750° C).

**Fig. 2.2**: SEM of ZnO thin film grown on GaN substrate as a function of annealing temperature (as grown, 500, 600, 700 and 750° C).

In order to investigate the origin of the granular textures, the samples were annealed and cooled at a slower rate of 2.5 °C/min which is twice as slower than the regular annealing condition used in this study. SEM images of the thin film annealed at different rates and temperatures are shown in Figure 2.3. The slower annealing/ cooling rate did not show any
observable difference in the grain size of ZnO thin films on different substrates compared to their faster annealed counterparts. This suggests that the observed granular surface texture at higher annealing temperature is not a direct result of the thermal coefficient mismatch. Rather, at high annealing temperatures the grain boundaries migrate and the adjacent grains coalesce, independent of the annealing/cooling ramp [1].

![Comparison of ZnO thin films grown on different substrates at different annealing temperatures](image)

**Fig. 2.3:** Slow Vs. fast annealing/cooling ramp for ZnO thin film grown on p-Si and GaN substrates, respectively

To have a better understanding of the effect of the annealing temperature over the crystal structure, x-ray diffraction (XRD) measurements were taken. The as grown samples shows diffraction peaks corresponding to ZnO (100), (002), (102) and (110). As illustrated in figure 2.4, the ZnO film became more single crystalline with (002) orientation, when annealed at 600°C. It is important to point out that, although the cooling rate did not impact the morphology of the surface it intensified the diffraction peak of ZnO (002) suggesting a predominant orientation of the film.

Table 1 summarizes the crystalline quality of ZnO thin films grown on p-Si substrates
and annealed at different temperatures. The c-lattice constant is observed to decrease with increased annealing temperature which is in agreement with the observations made by other researchers [2-4]. Comparison of the full width at half maximum (FWHM) of the (002) peak suggests that the crystalline quality becomes better with higher temperature annealing and a slower anneal/cooling ramp increases the film quality to a higher degree. For an example, the 700 °C slow annealed sample has a 56% smaller FWHM than the as-grown film.

Table 2.1: Summary of crystalline quality of ZnO thin film on p-Si substrates annealed at different temperatures.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>As-Grown</th>
<th>500 °C</th>
<th>600 °C</th>
<th>700 °C Slow</th>
<th>700 °C Fast</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>c-lattice (Å)</td>
<td>5.1921</td>
<td>5.1906</td>
<td>5.1820</td>
<td>5.1870</td>
<td>5.1891</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a-lattice (Å)</td>
<td>3.2430</td>
<td>3.2430</td>
<td>3.2406</td>
<td>3.1792</td>
<td>3.2417</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Misfit Strain</td>
<td>67.47%</td>
<td>67.47%</td>
<td>67.59%</td>
<td>70.83%</td>
<td>67.53%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FWHM (deg)</td>
<td>0.2225</td>
<td>0.1279</td>
<td>0.1280</td>
<td>0.09695</td>
<td>0.1239</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.2 Growth of ZnO NWs and NRs:

2.2.1 Metalorganic Chemical Vapor Deposition:

ZnO NWs were grown utilizing a First Nano EasyTube 3000 MOCVD at a constant pressure of 70 Torr. Diethylzinc (DEZn) was used as the Zn source, N₂O as the oxygen source, and N₂ as the carrier gas. Prior to growth, the samples were ultrasonically cleaned in acetone and methanol for 5 minutes each, rinsed with deionized (DI) water, and then dried in air in a laboratory oven. Initially, a ZnO thin film epilayer was grown as detailed in section 2.1. The epilayer was then annealed at 625°C in a N₂ atmosphere. The NWs were grown at 625°C for 20 minutes with DEZn and N₂O flow rates of 20 standard cubic centimeter (sccm) and 50 sccm, respectively.
Dumont et. al. [5] have suggested the occurrence of homolytic fission in the decomposition of DEZn, resulting in the formation of the hydrocarbons ethylene and ethane. Thiandoume et al. [6] reported the decomposition of DEZn versus temperature, observing a total dissipation at 360˚C which limits the minimum MOCVD growth temperature for the growth of ZnO NW. The lowest growth temperature reported using MOCVD is 200˚C involving the growth of ZnO thin films using DEZn and O₂ as the zinc and oxygen sources, respectively [7]. The use of N₂O as the oxygen source in the growth process may reduce premature oxidation of DEZn [8].

2.2.2 Hydrothermal:

The low temperature hydrothermal growth was performed in two steps. Initially, 90 mg of zinc acetate and 120 mg of potassium hydroxide were dissolved in 50 ml of methanol and then constantly stirred for 5 minutes at 60˚C. Using the zinc acetate solution as a seed layer, the samples were then spin coated. The epilayer was grown by immersing the samples in an aqueous Zn(NO₃)₂ solution of 0.1 M and 0.1 M of hexamethylenetetramine (HMTA) at 90˚C in a laboratory oven for 1 hour [9]. Finally, NR growth was accomplished in a water bath at 70˚C using an equi-aqueous solution of 25 mM Zn(NO₃)₂ and HMTA for 3-7 hours [10].

2.3 Characterization of ZnO NWs and NRs:

Figures 2.4 (a)-(c) shows scanning electron microscope (SEM) images of ZnO NWs grown using MOCVD on p-Si, GaN/sapphire, and SiO₂/p-Si substrates. The diameters and approximate lengths of the NWs varied from 90 – 150 nm and 1 – 2 μm on the p-Si
substrate, 20 – 40 nm and 0.7 – 1.0 μm on GaN, and 70 – 90 nm and 1 – 2 μm on SiO₂/p-Si, respectively. The dimensions of the NWs along with those for the NRs grown using the hydrothermal method are summarized in Table 2.2. The orientation of the nanowires varied from being perpendicular to the basal plane in the case of GaN substrates, tilted 60 – 80 degrees toward the c-axis for p-Si substrates, and randomly oriented for SiO₂ substrates.

The small lattice mismatch between GaN and ZnO (1.8%) promoted the growth of ZnO NWs oriented along the c-axis [11]. Also, use of the ZnO thin film as a seed layer may have reduced the lattice mismatch and could result in vertically aligned NWs for other substrates such as Si with larger lattice mismatch [12]. In order to explore the stability of the NWs at different temperatures, SEM images were captured by increasing the temperature up to 800°C in 100°C increments. The morphology of the NWs remained unchanged after being exposed up to a temperature of 800°C for 1 hour.

Table 2.2: Summary of dimensions and crystal quality of the NWs and NRs grown using MOCVD and hydrothermal process.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dimensions and crystal structure</th>
<th>p-Si(001)</th>
<th>GaN/sapphire(001)</th>
<th>SiO₂/p-Si(001)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>NW-MOCVD</td>
<td>NR-Hydrother.</td>
<td>NW-MOCVD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diameter (nm)</td>
<td>90 - 150</td>
<td>200 - 300</td>
<td>20 - 40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Length (μm)</td>
<td>1 - 2</td>
<td>0.7 - 0.9</td>
<td>0.7 - 1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZnO (002) (2θ)˚</td>
<td>34.4798</td>
<td>34.4868</td>
<td>34.5784</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c-lattice const. (Å)</td>
<td>5.1982</td>
<td>5.1971</td>
<td>5.1838</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c-lattice strain (%)</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>0.39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FWHM (θ)</td>
<td>0.0498</td>
<td>0.0591</td>
<td>0.0497</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FWHM (arcsec)</td>
<td>179</td>
<td>213</td>
<td>178</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>200 - 350</td>
<td>1 - 2</td>
<td>34.3808</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>0.28</td>
<td>34.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.0588</td>
<td>0.0776</td>
<td>212</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figures 2.4(d)-(f) show SEM images of ZnO NRs grown on p-Si, GaN/sapphire, and SiO2/p-Si substrates using the hydrothermal process. The NRs had hexagonal shapes and were mostly oriented along the (002) plane. The NRs grown on p-Si [Figure 2.4(d)] had diameters varying between 200 – 300 nm, with approximate lengths between 0.7 – 0.9 μm. Secondary nucleations were observed, where the tips of NRs functioned as the seed layer. In the hydrothermal method, the decomposition of the precursors Zn(NO3)2 + 6H2O, HMTA and DI water, forms formaldehyde, ammonium, and hydroxide (C6H12N4 + H2O ⇔ 6HCHO + 4NH4 + 4OH). HMTA acts as a source of OH to drive the precipitation reaction. Hydroxide ions are released as the HMTA decomposes and controls the acidity of the solution by negating the effect of hydrogen ions. pH effects on the growth of the ZnO have been noted by Ashford et al. [13]. Zinc ions originating from the zinc nitrate are combined with the hydroxide to form zinc oxide and water (Zn2 + 2OH ⇔ ZnO + H2O).
The concentration of Zn ions in the solution during the hydrothermal process is limited and decreases with increasing growth time.

The secondary nucleations observed in the inset of Figure 2.4(d) may be controlled by varying growth time and replacing the solution with a new solution during the growth process. As explained by Le et al. [14], the degree of supersaturation influences whether the growth of NWs (or NRs in this case) continues in the vertical axis or if secondary growth from laterally oriented faceted ZnO ([0101]) occurs. A low NH4+/Zn2+ ratio promotes the precipitation of ZnO resulting in high density nucleation. Conversely, a high NH4+/Zn2+ ratio causes the dissolution of ZnO and suppresses nucleation. To assure continuous growth of vertically aligned NRs, a fresh supply of reagent was needed. In the case of MOCVD NW synthesis, the precursor quantity was controlled during the growth to significantly reduce the probability of secondary nucleations.

Figures 2.4(e) and (f) show vertically aligned NRs grown on GaN and SiO2 substrates, respectively. The NRs had similar dimensions, with diameters that varied between 200 – 350 nm and approximately 1 µm in length. The energy diffraction spectroscopy (EDS) results shown in Figure 2.5 confirms that both the NWs and NRs exhibit clean surfaces without any trace of metal residue, which may be attributed to the growth being performed in the absence of metal catalysts.

A Bruker D-8 Advance X-ray diffractometer with a wavelength $\lambda = 1.5406$ Å corresponding to the Cu Kα line was used to investigate the crystal structure of grown NWs. Figure 3 shows the XRD pattern for the ZnO NWs grown on p-Si (black line), GaN (red) and SiO2 (blue) substrates using MOCVD. The inset of Figure 3 shows dominant peaks related to ZnO (002). For ZnO grown on p-Si and SiO2 substrates using MOCVD,
the peak at 34° (2θ) incorporated the overlapping of ZnO NWs (002) and ZnO thin film (002). In the case of the GaN/sapphire substrate, an additional diffraction peak associated with GaN was present. These peaks were resolved by using a Lorentzian fit, using Equation 2.1, a peak resulting from a combination of multiple peaks due to diverse crystal planes and/or materials may be decomposed to identify the constituent peaks providing the maximum and the full-width at half-maximum (FWHM) for each of the peaks.

\[
y = y_0 + 2A \frac{w}{w^2 + (x - x_c)^2}
\]

(2.1)

Here \( y \) is the X-ray intensity, \( y_0 \) is the intensity offset, \( A \) is the area, \( w \) is the width and \( x_c \) is the center peak angle. ZnO NWs oriented along the (002) direction had a maximum intensity at 34.4798° (2θ) and a full-width at half maximum (FWHM) of 0.0498° (θ) (179 arcsec) for p-Si, 34.5784° (2θ) and a FWHM of 0.0497(θ) (178 arcsec) for GaN, and 34.3808° (2θ) and a FWHM of 0.0588 (θ) (212 arcsec) for SiO\(_2\). Lee et al. reported, for similar MOCVD growth conditions, FWHMs of 11.57° (41652 arcsec) and 0.053° (190.8 arcsec) for Si (100) and GaN/sapphire (001) substrates, respectively [15].

The c-lattice constants for the NWs grown using MOCVD were estimated to be 5.1982 Å, 5.1838 Å and 5.2127 Å for p-Si, GaN and SiO\(_2\), respectively, using Equation 2.2 [16]:

\[
\sin^2 \theta = \frac{\lambda^2}{4} \left[ \frac{4(h^2 + hk + k^2)}{a^2} + \frac{l^2}{c^2} \right]
\]

(2.2)

where \( \theta \) corresponds to the angle of diffraction, \( \lambda \) is the x-ray wavelength (1.5406 Å), and (h, k, l) are the Miller indices. The c-lattice constant reflected out-of-plane strains of 0.11%, 0.39% and 0.17% for p-Si, GaN and SiO\(_2\), respectively, compared with unstrained ZnO (5.204 Å). Strain was estimated using : \( \epsilon_l = (c_{\text{grown}} - c_{\text{unstrained}}) / c_{\text{unstrained}} \), where \( c \) is the c-lattice constant for ZnO. Figure 2.6 shows the strain associated with the c-lattice constant of the ZnO NWs for various MOCVD grown NW diameter ranges. The strain of
the c-lattice constant of the NW is increasing with decreasing NW diameter, which is consistent with the observations reported by Tsao et al. [17]. This observation suggests that the strain induced in the c-lattice constant by the effect of the substrate over the lattice mismatch between the substrate and the seed layer may alter the lateral and vertical growth rate, along with the alignment of the NWs.

![Energy dispersive spectroscopy (EDS) of ZnO NWs grown on p-Si (100) using MOCVD, showing zinc and oxygen as the only two elements present in the structure.](image)

**Fig. 2.5:** Energy dispersive spectroscopy (EDS) of ZnO NWs grown on p-Si (100) using MOCVD, showing zinc and oxygen as the only two elements present in the structure.
Fig. 2.6: XRD of ZnO NWs grown using MOCVD on p-Si (solid), GaN/sapphire (square) and SiO$_2$ (triangle). The inset shows the ZnO peak associated with ZnO oriented along (002) and GaN.

Fig. 2.7: Strain on the c-lattice constant of ZnO NWs versus diameter of NWs on GaN/sapphire (square), SiO$_2$/p-Si (triangle) and p-Si substrates (circle). The NWs were grown using MOCVD.
Figure 2.8 shows the XRD for ZnO NRs grown on p-Si, GaN, and SiO$_2$ substrates using the hydrothermal process. Compared to the samples grown using MOCVD, the peak intensities associated with ZnO along (002) were weaker, with a maximum at 34.4868° (2θ) and a FWHM of 0.0591 (θ) (213 arcsec) for p-Si, 34.510° (2θ) and a FWHM of 0.052 (θ) (187 arcsec) for GaN, and 34.50° (2θ) and a FWHM of 0.0776 (θ) (279 arcsec) for SiO2; the XRD results for the NRs and NWs are summarized in Table 2.2. The FWHM of the samples grown using MOCVD were smaller in comparison to the FWHM of the NRs grown on the same substrates using the hydrothermal process, which could indicate higher crystal quality. The c-lattice constants of the NRs grown using hydrothermal were estimated to be 5.1971 Å, 5.1942 Å and 5.1900 Å, reflecting a strain of approximately 0.13%, 0.19% and 0.28% for p-Si, GaN and SiO2, respectively. Additional shallow diffraction peaks were observed related to ZnO (100, 101, 102, 103, 200 and 110) and the corresponding substrates. The growth method for the ZnO epilayer used as the seed layer for the NRs does not necessarily provide uniformity, which could contribute to the randomness reflected in Figure 2.4(d). Alternatively, the ZnO seed layer could be grown on MOCVD prior to the growth of ZnO NRs using hydrothermal synthesis. Fragala et al. reported the growth of ZnO NRs by chemical bath deposition at 70ºC on a ZnO seed layer grown on MOCVD with the growth temperature varied over the 300 - 600ºC range and deposition time in the 10 - 60 minutes range [18]. The discontinuous film structure grown at 300ºC resulted in slanted and geometrically not well defined ZnO NRs, while geometrically defined grains grown in the 400 - 600ºC temperature range resulted in hexagonally shaped NRs with homogenous distribution, which were vertically aligned for growth temperatures above 500ºC.
Figure 2.9 shows the PL spectra for ZnO nanowires grown on p-Si, GaN, and SiO₂ substrates. The PL was performed at room temperature using a Xenon light source centered at a wavelength of 280 nm. Single peaks located at 380 nm having a FWHM of 14.6932 nm and at 378 nm having a FWHM of 15 nm were observed for p-Si and SiO₂ substrates, respectively. These peaks corresponded to the recombination of excitons through an exciton–exciton collision process [19]. No apparent defects related to Zn or O vacancies were observed, which can be attributed to the confinement of defects at the ZnO thin film/substrate interface. Room temperature PL of ZnO NWs has been reported with excitation in the visible light spectrum (425 nm ≤ λ ≤ 600 nm) regardless of the substrate [20-23]. For ZnO NWs grown on GaN using MOCVD, a predominant peak was located at
378 nm with a FWHM of 18.18 nm. The high stress of ZnO NWs grown on GaN, observed in Figure 2.6, can contribute to the broadening of the peak in comparison to p-Si and SiO₂, for the same growth method. A shallow peak was identified at 480 nm that upon decomposition using a Lorentzian fit resulted in observed peaks at 474 nm and 490 nm, which correlated to oxygen interstitial and oxygen vacancies, respectively [24].

**Fig. 2.9:** PL of ZnO NWs grown using MOCVD on p-Si (100) (solid) with a single peak at 380 nm, GaN (square) with a stronger peak at 378 and SiO₂ (triangle) with a single peak at 378. Peaks are associated with exciton to exciton recombination.

### 2.4 Conclusions

In this chapter, the optimal growth conditions for the ZnO seed layer was developed. ZnO NWs and NRs were grown on p-Si (100), GaN, and SiO₂ substrates using both MOCVD and hydrothermal synthesis. The study characterization focus on the physical, crystal and optical properties of the nanowires/nanords. Based on the results obtained from the present study, the following conclusions can be made:
• Least surface roughness of the ZnO/p-Si thin films was obtained when annealed at 500-600 °C window. GaN substrates obtain better morphology of ZnO thin films than p-Si substrates due to a smaller lattice mismatch.

• The NWs had larger length-to-diameter ratios in comparison with the NRs. In addition, the MOCVD-grown NWs exhibited a clean surface in the absence of secondary nucleations, while some of the NRs grown on p-Si using the hydrothermal method overlapped with each other and showed secondary NRs nucleated from the tips of the primary

• As observed in SEM images and confirmed by XRD, the only truly vertically aligned growth using MOCVD was achieved for the NWs grown on GaN, in contrast to the NRs grown using hydrothermal synthesis which were mostly perpendicular to the surface regardless of the substrate.

• For NRs grown using hydrothermal synthesis, the orientation appeared to be related to the seed layer condition instead.

• The NWs demonstrated higher crystal quality than the NRs based on the XRD data, as the FWHMs of the XRD peak corresponding to ZnO (002) were 0.0498°, 0.0497°, and 0.0588° θ, in contrast with the NR FWHMs of 0.0591°,0.052°,and 0.0776° θ for p-Si, GaN/sapphire, and SiO2/p-Si substrates, respectively.

• Photoluminescence of the NWs grown on p-Si and SiO2 showed a single absorption peak associated with exciton– exciton recombination, while ZnO NWs grown on GaN/sapphire also had defects attributed to oxygen interstitials and oxygen vacancies.
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Chapter 3

Structural and Optical Properties of High Magnesium wurzite-ZnMgO Nanowires

This chapter presents wurzite-Zn$_{1-x}$Mg$_x$O nanowires (NWs) grown using metalorganic chemical vapor deposition (MOCVD) technique with the highest Mg mole fraction of 0.29. The enhancement of the solubility limits, as reported, is accomplished by varying different growth parameters such as growth temperature, chamber pressure, growth duration, flow rates of the precursors, and smart use of the seed layer that also functions as buffer layers. The physical structures of the NWs are shown to remain invariant with increasing Mg incorporation while the diameters and lengths vary in the range 40-180nm and 0.5-1.5μm, respectively. XRD, PL and hall measurements are used to describe the effect of the Mg mole fraction into ZnMgO nanowires.

3.1 Growth of ZnMgO Nanowires

ZnMgO NWs were grown using a First Nano EasyTube 3000 MOCVD with a horizontal 3” furnace. Growth of Zn$_{1-x}$Mg$_x$O NWs preceded an epitaxial layer of ZnO film on p-Si (100) substrates as described in section 2.1. The MOCVD growth used diethyl zinc (DEZn) (SAFC Hitech CAS:557-20-0) as the Zn precursor, N$_2$O as the oxygen source, and N$_2$ as the carrier gas. ZnO growth using MOCVD requires that the reaction of the metal organics take place on the surface of the substrate. N$_2$O was used rather than pure O$_2$ as oxygen source to prevent any pre-reaction with DEZn in the gas phase [1-2]. The epitaxial layer acts as (a) the seed for the growth of Zn$_{1-x}$Mg$_x$O NWs and (b) a buffer absorbing the
strain resulting from large lattice mismatch of ~40% between Si-substrate and ZnO. After
the growth of the ZnO seed layer the chamber pressure is dropped to 4 Torrs while the
temperature is increased to 650˚C during growth of NWs on the ZnO buffer layer.
Bis(cyclopentadienyl)Mg (Cp2Mg) (SAFC Hitech CAS:1284-72-6) is introduced in the
chamber in the gas phase and serves as the Mg source. Different flow rates that resulted in
a controllable Mg mole fraction are listed in Table 3.1. Mg incorporation is significantly
increased when the nanowire growth is followed by a 10 min diffusion/drive-in step with
a CP2Mg/DEZn ratio of 200 and Mg drive-in at 900˚C. Mg needs to be energetically
activated, otherwise, the electrical/optical properties of Mg remains dormant. Mg
activation is also commonly used for Mg-GaN grown using MOCVD. Mg activation is
typically accomplished by annealing the samples at high temperatures ( > 700˚C) that
dissociates Mg-N-H complexes [3].

Table 3.1: Zn1-xMgxO NWs growth conditions. Details of growth for ZnO nanowires
can be found in section 2.2-2.3.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>x</th>
<th>DEZn</th>
<th>Cp2Mg</th>
<th>N2O</th>
<th>Duration (min)</th>
<th>Activation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>285</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>900˚C (10 min)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>900˚C (30 min)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>900˚C (10 min)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.29</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>60 + 10 (drive in)</td>
<td>900˚C (10 min)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.2 Method

The crystal structures of the NWs were investigated using Quanta FEG 250 Scanning
Electron Microscope (SEM) and Bruker D-8 Advance X-ray diffractometer (XRD) with a
wavelength $\lambda = 1.5406\text{Å}$ corresponding to the CuKα line. PL spectra of the Zn1-xMgxO
samples (x < 0.19) were measured by exciting the samples with a Melles Griot Series 56,
HeCd laser with $\lambda = 325\text{nm}$ and power of 18mW. For Zn0.71Mg0.29O NWs, room temperature PL was measured by using a 200 W - HgXe lamp in a built-in Newport housing and a bandpass filter at 239nm with 10nm bandwidth. The spectra were dispersed by a Horiba Jobin Yvon iHR 550 spectrometer and detected by a Si detector. The Hall mobility was measured at room temperature using Van Der Pauw geometry, with 6451 G magnet and a standard DC measurement set-up. Indium dots were soldered on to the corners of the sample using a home-built Indium soldering station that served as contact electrodes. The contacts were approximately 0.5mm x 0.5mm.

3.3 Results and Discussion

Figure 3.1-(a-e) show Zn$_{1-x}$Mg$_x$O NWs grown using MOCVD with Mg mole fractions of $x = 0, 0.04, 0.09, 0.19$ and $0.29$. All the samples showed an even distribution of NWs in a 0.5cm$^2$ area, attributed to the high quality of the ZnO epitaxial film used as seed layer. The ZnO seed layer (shown in figure 4-c) had c-lattice constant of 5.2Å and FWHM of 0.0332° ($\theta$) (119.52 arcsec) suggesting superior quality than those reported by other authors, for example FWHM of 8100 arcsec reported by Jeong et al. [4] and 1080 arcsec reported by Yu et al. [5]. The growth mechanism can be seen of Stranski-Krastanov (SK) type where it starts as a layer-by-layer growth (ZnO buffer layer) but after a critical thickness is reached it becomes a three-dimensional (3D) growth (ZnMgO nanowires). The transition from SK to 3D type growth as observed in this work is obtained by adjusting the reactor temperature, from 300 to 625°C and by adjusting the metal organic flow rates as indicated in the experimental section, thereby, eliminating possibilities of parasitic ZnMgO film over-growth. In some instances where thicker diameter and shorter length NWs were
observed, the growth may be attributed to Wolmer-Weber growth mechanism where ZnMgO islands are grown on top the ZnO film.

The diameters and lengths of the Zn\(_{1-x}\)Mg\(_x\)O NWs varied from: 20-95nm and 0.5-1.0μm; 40-80nm and 0.6-1.0μm; 45-150nm and 0.5-1.0μm; 40-90nm and 0.5-0.9μm, corresponding to \(x = 0.04, 0.09, 0.19\) and 0.29, respectively. No secondary growth seeded from the nanowires (secondary nucleation) was observed.

Mg contents in the different samples of Fig. 3.1 (b) – (e) are summarized in Table 3.2. Mg mole fractions were measured using energy dispersive spectroscopy (EDS) in a Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM). Table 3.1 & Table 3.2 intuitively evidence that Mg mole fraction can be increased as high as \(x=0.19\) by simply increasing \(\text{CP}_2\text{Mg}/\text{DEZn}\) ratio, i.e. by introducing more Mg source to the chamber compared to Zn source while keeping all the other growth parameters constant. In order to achieve 29% Mg mole fraction, a thin layer with a \(\text{CP}_2\text{Mg}/\text{DEZn}\) ratio of 200 was deposited on top of the \(\text{Zn}_{0.71}\text{Mg}_{0.19}\)O NWs followed by a Mg drive-in at 900°C. The MgO-ZnO phase diagram suggests that raising the growth/Mg activation temperature should result in higher Mg incorporation. However, in this work Mg mole fraction was limited to 29% and this limitation is attributed to (i) the constraint imposed by the mass flow controllers in the MOCVD that restricted Mg flow rate (max. of 200 sccm) and (ii) growth/Mg activation at temperatures beyond 1000°C.

**Fig. 3.1:** SEM image of a Zn\(_{1-x}\)Mg\(_x\)O NWs grown using MOCVD. (a) NWs with 0% Mg, 2μm scale bar (b) NWs with 4% Mg, 2μm scale bar (c) NWs with 9% Mg, 1μm scale bar. (d) NWs with 19% Mg, 2μm scale bar. (e) NWs with 29% Mg, 2μm scale bar.
could significantly change the morphology and the phase of the otherwise wurzite – ZnO films. On ZnO NWs grown on GaN/Sapphire and characterized under high temperature XRD, ranging from 25° C to 1200° C, the corresponding peak to wurzite ZnO 002 was shifted toward larger 2θ angle until the temperature reached 1200° C where no wurzite ZnO 002 diffraction peak could be identified suggesting a change in phase.

**Table 3.2:** - EDS taken on SEM for Mg mole fraction of 5, 9, 19 and 29%.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample #</th>
<th>Wt %</th>
<th>a.m.u.</th>
<th>Mole</th>
<th>Mg</th>
<th>Zn</th>
<th>Mg mole fraction</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>b</td>
<td>0.61</td>
<td>31.89</td>
<td>24.3</td>
<td>65.4</td>
<td>0.0251</td>
<td>0.4876</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c</td>
<td>1.55</td>
<td>41.89</td>
<td>24.3</td>
<td>65.4</td>
<td>0.0638</td>
<td>0.6405</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d</td>
<td>1.23</td>
<td>14.04</td>
<td>24.3</td>
<td>65.4</td>
<td>0.0506</td>
<td>0.2147</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>e</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.46</td>
<td>24.3</td>
<td>65.4</td>
<td>0.0029</td>
<td>0.007</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The NWs in sample (e), that exhibited this high Mg content, were further scrutinized by means of EDS in a Transmission Electron Microscope (TEM). The results were strikingly similar as shown in Fig 3.2-a, although, the high resolution TEM revealed some more details. The picture shown in Fig 3.2-b obtained from TEM measurements suggests that the Mg mole fraction gradually increasing along the nanowire, being 0.16 at the bottom and 0.29 at the top of the nanowires which is understood as follows As outlined in the experimental section, Mg concentration of 0.29 was achieved by first depositing a layer of MgO on top of the ZnMgO NWs, followed by diffusion/drive-in and anneal at 900˚C. Prior to the drive-in step, the MgO layer is expected to accumulate predominantly on top of the NWs since the high density of NW arrays prevent MgO from reaching to the bottom
of the NW array, i.e. “shadow effect” The non-uniformity of Mg content along the NW axes prevails during the drive-in/ annealing steps and could be due to the gradient in temperature perpendicular to the substrate or along the growth axis during these steps. Variation in temperature can give rise to a diffusion or mass transfer of defects, moving toward high temperature for vacancies or toward low temperature for interstitial atoms [6]. It is important to note that this assumption is only valid for vacancies with formation energy larger than the activation energy of their migration. Larger diffusion coefficients for Mg at higher temperatures have been reported by Yang et al. the diffusion coefficient being 0.052x10^-14 cm^2/s at 750°C and 3.026x10^-14 cm^2/s at 950°C [7]. Their observation is also consistent with Ohtomo et al. who studied Mg diffusion in ZnMgO films annealed at a temperature range of 700°C and 850°C as the segregation of MgO started beyond that point [8].

![Fig. 3.2:a EDS of ZnMgO with 30% Mg mole fraction taken under TEM. 2-b) Shows the EDS as a function of distance taken along the ZnMgO NW. The Mg and Zn concentrations, (intensity, arbitrary units) (left y-axis) and the Mg mole fraction (right y-axis) are plotted as a function of distance along the NW. The Mg mole fraction increases moving from the bottom to the top of the nanowire as indicated by the blue arrow in the inset. The TEM sample was prepared by mechanical exfoliation, removing the CS structures from the p-Si substrate and depositing them on TEM copper grids. There is a likelihood that part of the nanowire was cut off in that process.](image-url)
Figure 3.3-a shows room temperature PL of Zn\textsubscript{1-x}Mg\textsubscript{x}O NWs with varying Mg mole fractions where the peaks resolved using Lorentzian fits. The PL emission peaks (Epeak) at 380nm, 360nm, 328nm, and 297nm correspond to the mole fraction (MF) = 0.04, 0.09, 0.19, and 0.29, respectively. The measured FWHM were 2.05nm for MF = 0.04, 2.43nm for MF = 0.09, 2.25nm for MF = 0.19, and 3.63nm for MF = 0.29 that show generally an increasing trend with increasing Mg mole fraction. Similar observations were also made by Reddy et al. [9] and Wassner et al. [10] which simply means that it is increasingly more challenging to maintain PL quality as Mg mole fractions introduced go up. The substitution of Zn atom by Mg atom behaves as an isoelectric impurity randomly incorporated into the crystal, disrupting the lattice periodicities due to different ionic radii and electronegativities. Consequently, it leads to localization of energy and results in broadening of the Epeak. But not only the FWHM increases with Mg mole fraction, the NBE due to free exciton emission shifts to shorter wavelengths along with a decrease in the intensity of PL transitions. Figure 3.5-a and 3.5-b summarize the bandgap energy and FWHM of the PL spectra as a function of the Mg mole fraction mentioned above.

The PL Epeak at 389nm is associated with near bandgap UV emission from the underlying ZnO epilayer. For the case of x = 0.29, some other peaks are observed, namely at 290, 300 and 330 nm that may be attributed to the non-uniform distribution of Mg along the length of the NWs. The peak at 310nm is an artifact of the measurement set up as the bandpass filter used in conjunction with the HgXe lamp in this study had weaker attenuation in that frequency band. Growth parameters other than only Cp\textsubscript{2}Mg/DEZn ratio will be tweaked in our future work to see if better PL quality can be attained for higher Mg content samples as well.
The PL spectra at longer wavelengths are shown in Fig 5.3-b, that were measured using a HeCd laser as light source. The peak located at 538 nm resulted in green emission due to transition of electrons from the shallow donor level (oxygen vacancies) to shallow acceptor level (Zn vacancies) [11-12]. Transitions between zinc vacancies ($V_{Zn}^{2-} \rightarrow V_{Zn}^-$) at 2.1 eV gives rise to the peak observed at 587 nm (yellow emission) [13]. It is to be noted that the peaks at 538 nm and 587 nm were present in all samples and are associated with the underlying ZnO epilayer. The degradation of optical quality with increasing Mg concentration is consistent with the observed broadening of FWHM of XRD spectra and is discussed next.

![Diagram](image)

**Fig. 3.3:** a) Room Temperature PL measurement of Zn1-xMgxO NWs. The ZnMgO NWs shown emission peaks (Epeak) at 380nm, 360nm, 328nm and 297nm, corresponding to the Mg mole fraction (MF), MF = 0.04, 0.09, 0.19 and 0.29, respectively. The peak at 325nm for x = 0.19 corresponds to the light source and 389 for x = 0.04 correspond to the NBE of ZnO thin film. 3-b shows the PL for longer wavelength taken using the HeCd laser.

X-ray diffraction for wurtzite Zn$_{1-x}$Mg$_x$O NWs grown on Si (100) is shown in Fig. 3.4. Diffraction peaks associated with ZnO oriented along (100, 101, 102, 110, 103) are observed. Comparing the intensities, it could be inferred that most of the NWs are oriented along the vertical axis; with 94.56% (x = 0.04), 91.8% (x = 0.29), 73% (x = 0.09), and
45.5% (x = 0.19); perpendicular to the substrate. As the lattice mismatch increases with larger Mg mole fraction, the structure relaxes through defects/dislocations, propitiating the growth of vertically aligned nanowires. No diffraction peak associated with the cubic crystal phase of MgO specifically at ~42° (2θ) and ~61° (2θ) (corresponding to the planes (002) and (220), respectively), were observed in contrast to the growths reported by most authors such as, H. Tang et al. [14] and H.C. Hsu et al [15], suggesting that MgO fully diffused into ZnO NWs during the drive-in step at 900°C.

The c-lattice constant and the resulting in-plane bi-axial stress on ZnMgO NWs were calculated from Braggs’ law and Hooke’s law, respectively, and are shown in Fig 5(c-d). The c-lattice constant decreases with increasing Mg mole fraction with a concomitant increase in stress. The c-axis lattice constant (as obtained from our experimental data), is shown in Fig. 5(c), and can be expressed as:

\[ c_{Zn_{1-x}Mg_xO} = 5.1989 - 0.11x + 0.045x^2 \text{Å} \]  

(3.1)

suggesting the c-axis lattice constant of the wurtzite phase MgO to be 5.1338 Å in agreement with the theoretically predicted value of 5.1 Å [16]. The c-lattice constants were calculated with +/- 0.005Å of uncertainty taking into account the error from energy
resolution, experimental misalignment, detector resolution, and peak width and intensity [17].

The error derived from the energy of the primary beam and the experimental misalignment contributes the least to the uncertainty in the lattice parameter calculations, with about 5x10^{-5} and 3.4 x10^{-4} (degrees), respectively. The largest variation in the angle of diffraction comes from the resolution of the detector (~0.029 degrees) and from the peak width/intensity. According to Kujofsa et al., calculations for uncertainty can be made by taking into account the effective number of counts (N_{eff}) and the full-width-at-half-maxima (FWHM) [18]. The uncertainty in the measured peak position is proportional to the peak width, \( \Delta \theta = C_p \beta \), where \( \beta \) is the FWHM (from the Gaussian fit) and \( C_p \) is a constant of proportionality given by,

\[
C_p = \frac{1}{2\sqrt{\ln(2)}} \sqrt{-\ln \left( 1 - \frac{1}{\sqrt{N_{eff}}} \right)}
\]

(3.2)

with N_{eff} equal to the number of counts. Table 3.3 summarizes the uncertainty in the \( c \) and \( a \)-lattice calculations as a function of Mg mole fraction.

**Table 3.3:** Summary of the \( c \) and \( a \)-lattice constant uncertainty taking into account the error from energy resolution, experimental misalignment, detector resolution and peak width and intensity.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mg mole fraction</th>
<th>( c )-lattice constant</th>
<th>( a )-lattice constant</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( x = 0.04 )</td>
<td>5.1952 ± 0.0047</td>
<td>3.2538 ± 0.0089</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( x = 0.09 )</td>
<td>5.1875 ± 0.0058</td>
<td>3.2517 ± 0.0092</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( x = 0.19 )</td>
<td>5.1793 ± 0.0052</td>
<td>3.2568 ± 0.0102</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( x = 0.29 )</td>
<td>5.1707 ± 0.0055</td>
<td>3.2602 ± 0.0110</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The \( a \)-lattice constant, shown in Fig 3.5(c & e), of the NWs, are estimated from the calculated \( c \)-axis lattice constant and the Miller indices for the ZnO (102) crystal plane.
obtained from XRD measurements. The peak for ZnO (110) was not used to calculate a-
lattice constant in order to maintain consistency, as the sample \( x = 0.04 \) and \( 0.29 \), do not
have a diffraction peak at (110). The a-lattice constants have an uncertainty of +/- 0.009
and 0.01\( \AA \) for Mg mole fraction of \( x = 0.04 \) – 0.09 and 0.19 – 0.29, respectively, with the
larger uncertainty coming from the low intensity of the diffraction peak at 47\(^\circ\) (20) and
from the resolution of the scan 0.02\(^\circ\) (for speed of data collection). For low Mg mole
fraction (\( x < 0.04 \)) the a-axis lattice constant follows a linear combination of ZnO-MgO
lattice constants while keeping a constant lattice volume. With Mg mole fraction exceeding
0.04, the cell volume decreases slightly due to the substitution of Mg with a slightly smaller
ionic radius (Mg\(^{++}\) - 0.65\( \AA \)) [19] onto Zn sites with a slightly larger ionic radius (Zn\(^{++}\) -
0.74\( \AA \)) [19]. This change in lattice constant has been observed by other researchers but was
not necessarily explained, although the a-lattice constant may be within the estimated error
percentage. For example, Ohtomo [20] et al. and Wassner [21] et al. reported a-lattice
constants of ZnMgO films increasing with Mg mole fraction and slightly decreasing after
\( x = 0.09 \). The change in lattice constants as a result of differences in the ionic radius is also
observed in other material platforms, such as highly doped (boron) silicon [22].

Further increment in Mg concentration results in a continuous increase of the a-axis
lattice constant keeping the cell volume more or less unchanged. Opposite observations
that showed an increase in the a-axis lattice constant along with an increase in the cell
volume, was made by Fukumura et al., when Mn\(^{++}\), with a larger ionic radius, was
incorporated in ZnMnO [23]. It is to be noted that assuming a constant lattice volume and
the c-axis lattice constant in biaxial stress formulation, over-estimates the a-axis lattice
constant (Fig. 3.5-e). The stiffness coefficients are extracted from the lattice constants and
the strain. The extracted elastic constants from the experimental data differ from the theoretical stiffness coefficients reported in the literature, as can be observed from Table 3.4. The theoretical stiffness coefficients are determined assuming a constant lattice volume (CLV) as shown in Figure 3.5-e. In order to match the a-axis lattice constant extracted from XRD measurements to that obtained using strain formulation necessitated calculation of the modified elastic constants (MEC) as presented in Table 3.4. MECs take into account the change in the cell volume, specifically the variation of the a-lattice constant with Mg mole fraction.

The a-axis lattice constant, for Mg concentration in the range of \( x = 0 \) to \( x = 0.09 \) and \( x = 0.09 \) to \( x = 0.29 \), are expressed in eq. 3.3 & 3.4, respectively as:

\[
a_{Zn_{1-x}Mg_xO} = 3.25 + 0.15589x - 1.52x^2 \text{ Å} \quad (3.3)
\]

\[
a_{Zn_{1-x}Mg_xO} = 3.2482 + 0.0425x \text{ Å} \quad (3.4)
\]

This suggests the a-axis lattice constant of the wurtzite phase MgO to be 3.2907 Å in agreement with the theoretically predicted value of 3.30 Å [24].

**Table 3.4:** \( Zn_{1-x}Mg_xO \) Stiffness Coefficient. *Ref 25, **Fit to Experimental Data

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>2.38E+11</td>
<td>1.06E+11</td>
<td>8.40E+10</td>
<td>3.86E+11</td>
<td>1.21E+11</td>
<td>1.50E+11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>2.37E+11</td>
<td>1.05E+11</td>
<td>8.42E+10</td>
<td>1.08E+11</td>
<td>1.25E+11</td>
<td>1.54E+11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>2.35E+11</td>
<td>1.04E+11</td>
<td>2.44E+10</td>
<td>1.30E+11</td>
<td>1.30E+11</td>
<td>4.75E+11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>2.32E+11</td>
<td>1.01E+11</td>
<td>2.48E+10</td>
<td>7.08E+10</td>
<td>1.40E+11</td>
<td>6.38E+11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.29</td>
<td>2.28E+11</td>
<td>9.85E+10</td>
<td>2.52E+10</td>
<td>5.80E+10</td>
<td>1.50E+11</td>
<td>5.80E+11</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Measured Hall mobility (\( \mu \)), shown in Fig 3.5(f), decreases monotonically with increasing Mg-mole fraction, from 32 cm\(^2\)/V-s for ZnO to 3 cm\(^2\)/V-s for Zn\(_{0.71}\)Mg\(_{0.29}\)O.

The measured mobility of 32 cm\(^2\)/V-s for ZnO nanowires is higher compared to the
reported values of 13.28 [26] cm²/V-s and 28.68 cm²/V-s [27]. The rather high mobility could be attributed to high-quality nanostructures with reduced stress as evident from the narrow FWHM of the measured XRD and related PL measurements. An FWHM of ~2nm in the PL peak for ZnO NBE indicates excellent crystal quality with insignificant secondary growth as compared to 10nm [28] and 11nm [29]. As reported by Metz et al., narrow FWHM is correlated to higher mobility [30]. The quality of the ZnMgO nanostructures is also evident from the PL measurements, where the FWHM is 14.7 nm at NBE. The ratio of the intensity between the NBE (Iₙₐₑ) and native defects (Iₙₐ₅) observed at 538nm (oxygen vacancy), Iₙₑ/Iₙ₅ ~ +150, suggests low native defects, contributing to the observed higher mobility.
With increasing Mg mole fraction, mobility degrades as observed in Figure 3.5(f) and may be explained as follows. With increasing Mg mole fraction, which is verified using EDS, NBE increases along with an increase in the a-axis lattice constant, giving rise to an increase in the effective mass with a concomitant decrease in mobility. Nevertheless, increasing effective mass may not be the primary reason for mobility degradation with increasing Mg mole fraction. Assuming a Hall scattering factor ($r_H$) of one [31] makes the low field mobility to equal Hall mobility, allowing the determination of momentum relaxation time using the standard formulation as shown in eq. 5 [32].

$$\mu = \frac{q}{m^*} \tau$$

(3.5)

Where $\mu$ is the carrier mobility, $q$ is the elementary charge, $m^*$ is the effective mass and $\tau$ is the momentum relaxation time, that decreases from 58.3nsec to 5.75 nsec for Mg mole fraction increasing from 0 to 0.29. More frequent momentum relaxation scattering along with a concomitant decrease of sheet carrier concentration due to surface traps or other associated scattering sites may explain the decrease in observed mobility with increasing Mg mole fraction. K. Matsubara [33] et al. and K. Maeijima [34] et al. attributed the observed lower mobility to increase in resistivity due to decreasing carrier concentration.

**Fig. 3.5:** Shows a summary of the crystal and optical properties as a function of Mg concentration. (a) Shows the wavelength of near band emission decreasing as Mg incorporation increases, the band gap (in eV) is shown on the right axis. (b) The FWHM of the PL increasing with increment in Mg mole fraction. (c) The experimental a and c-lattice constant are plots as a function of Mg concentration. (d) Shows the corresponding bi-axial stress. (e) The a-lattice parameter with modified elastic constant (MEC) is compare on the left axis to the calculated a-lattice with constant lattice volume (CLV) from bi-axial strain using the experimental c-lattice constant from ZnO (002). While on the right side, the cell volume is plotted as a function with Mg mole fraction. (f) Shows the decrease of electron mobility and sheet carrier concentration as a function of Mg mole fraction. *The white squares correspond to the mobility of ZnO reported on Ref. 26-27.*
3.4 Conclusions

Zn$_{1-x}$Mg$_x$O NWs was grown on p-Si in the absence of any metal catalyst using MOCVD with Mg mole fraction varying from 0.04 to 0.29. The physical structure of the NWs remained significantly uniform for the range of Mg mole fraction investigated, with diameter and length distribution in the range of (40-180nm) and (0.5-1.5μm). The c-lattice constant decreased for larger Mg concentration. The absence of MgO phase confirms the substitution of Zn$^{2+}$ ions by Mg$^{2+}$, without modifying Zn tetrahedral bonding. It also confirms a complete diffusion of Mg into ZnMgO for $x = 0.29$. PL spectra of the NWs show strong and narrow excitonic emission peaks varying from 297nm to 360nm corresponding to the Mg incorporation varying from $x = 0.09$ to $x = 0.29$. The small FWHM of 3.63nm of the PL data for Mg mole fraction of 29% confirmed the outstanding crystal quality of the ZnMgO NWs. Also, the extremely weak deep level emission observed for longer wavelengths indicates the high optical quality of the grown ZnMgO NWs. Hall measurement shows a decrease in electron mobility with increasing Mg concentration.

Based on the results obtained from the present study, the following conclusions can be made:

- The c-lattice constant decreased for larger Mg concentration while the a-lattice constant increased with larger Mg mole fraction.

- If the lattice volume is assumed to remain constant as the Mg mole fraction increases, estimation from the stiffness coefficient would result in underestimation of the lattice parameters.
• A more accurate stiffness coefficients taking into account the variation in the lattice
volume are presented as a function of Mg mole fraction, from experimental data.
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Chapter 4

Co-axial Core-Shell ZnMgO/ZnO Nanowires

This chapter presents the growth of co-axial Zn$_{1-x}$Mg$_x$O/ZnO core–shell structures, on p-Si substrates using MOCVD. The crystal structure of the core-shell nanowires is analyzed using SEM, TEM and XRD. In addition, the core-shell structures are used as a gas sensor, specifically for methanol and acetone, and compared to ZnO NRs based device. The underline point defect associated to an enhancement in the sensing mechanism is identified and confirmed with PL data.

4.1 Growth Zn$_{1-x}$Mg$_x$O/ZnO Co-axial Core-Shell Structures

ZnMgO/ZnO core/shell (CS) structures are grown on p-Si substrates using MOCVD synthesis. A ZnO thin film used as a seed layer was grown as described in section 2.1, at 300°C. The temperature was raised to 650°C and the pressure was decreased to 4 Torrs for the growth of the ZnMgO core structure seeded on the thin film using a ratio of 1:10 of DEZn:Cp$_2$Mg, Cp2Mg (Bis(cyclopentadienyl)magnesium) being the Mg source. The Zn/Mg ratio can be varied to tune the Mg mole fraction of the core as shown in table 4.1. A 10 min drive-in of MgO using 200 sccm of Cp$_2$Mg and 500 sccm of N$_2$O was performed to increase the Mg mole fraction. The growth was followed by Mg activation at 800°C for 10 min in nitrogen ambient. Finally, the ZnO shell was grown at 300°C using similar parameters used during the growth of the seed layer.
**Table 4.1:** Variation of precursor rates used to achieve Mg mole fraction of 2, 5 and 10%

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mg mole fraction</th>
<th>DEZn Flow Rate</th>
<th>Cp₂Mg Flow Rate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>x = 0.02</td>
<td>10 sccm</td>
<td>150 sccm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>x = 0.05</td>
<td>12 sccm</td>
<td>175 sccm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>x = 0.10</td>
<td>10 sccm</td>
<td>200 sccm</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**4.2 Characterization**

Figure 4.1-A shows the scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images of the ZnMgO/ZnO CS structure grown using MOCVD. The ZnMgO/ZnO CS structures are mostly vertically aligned with respect to the basal plane and have sharp tips (ZnO terminated). Figure 4.1-B shows the coaxial shape of the CS structure. Energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS) with excitation energy of 10 keV confirms the CS structure by showing 8–10% Mg in the core (inset of figure 4.1-B) and 0% Mg in the shell. The Mg concentration of the core can be tuned by adjusting the Mg/Zn ratio during growth and by varying the annealing time. High resolution EDS was also carried out under transmission electron microscope (TEM) confirming 8–10% Mg incorporation at the core and 0% Mg incorporation at the shell, as illustrated in figure 4.1-C. To assess the co-axial CS interface, bright field images are taken using TEM as shown in figure 4.1-D. The TEM sample was prepared by mechanical exfoliation, removing the CS structures from the p-Si substrate and depositing them on TEM copper grids. The diameter of the core (ZnMgO) and the thickness of the shell (ZnO) structures are around 80–100 nm and 20–40 nm, respectively. The total length of the structure is estimated to be in the range of 0.8–1.2 μm. The abrupt interface between the CS is highlighted by arrows. The contrast between the ZnMgO core and ZnO shell is not
as pronounced as is observed for typical heterostructures, owing to a similar crystal composition possibly due to similar lattice constants. The inset of figure 4.1-C shows the selected area electron diffraction (SAED) measurement indicating the structure is single crystalline. These results suggest that ZnO was epitaxially grown on Zn$_{0.90}$Mg$_{0.10}$O NWs resulting in a low or non-defect nano-structure.

![Figure 4.1](image)

**Fig. 4.1:** (A) SEM of co-axial ZnMgO/ZnO core–shell structure showing a clean surface and sharp tips grown using MOCVD. (B) SEM shows the core–shell structure. The diameter was measured to be 80–100 nm for the ZnMgO core and 20–40 nm for the ZnO shell. The inset shows EDS of the core and shell, reflecting 10% Mg at the core, 0% at the shell. (C) EDS of ZnMgO/ZnO core–shell structure with nm scale resolution carried out under TEM confirming the Mg mole fraction at the core of the CS. (D) Bright field TEM image shows the co-axial core–shell structure; the inset shows SAED pattern suggesting single crystalline structure.

Furthermore, the Mg mole fraction was measured along the radial axis as shown in figure 4.2. The counts of Zn and Mg are plotted in the lefty-axis as function of distance,
while the Mg mole fraction is plotted in the right-y-axis. As expected, the Mg mole fraction remains almost constant at the center, while diminish as approach the edges. This suggests a core of 72nm and a shell of 44nm.

Fig. 4.2: EDS shows the Zn (red circles) and Mg (black square) concentration on the left y-axis, as function of distance. The Mg mole fraction (green triangle) are shown on the right y-axis, with a Mg mole fraction at the core in the range of 6 – 8 % and diminishing as it moves to the edges.

To further investigate the crystal structure of the ZnMgO/ZnO CS nanowires, X-ray diffraction measurement was performed using a Bruker D-8 Advanced X-ray diffractometer with a wavelength $\lambda = 1.5406$ Å corresponding to the Cu Kα. Figure 4.3-A shows the XRD pattern for the ZnMgO/ZnO CS structure grown on p-Si substrates using MOCVD with Zn$_{0.98}$Mg$_{0.02}$O at the core. No peak corresponding to cubic MgO crystal or other alloys, such as Zn$_{1.7}$SiO$_4$(Zn,Mg)$_{1.7}$SiO$_4$ [1] are observed, suggesting the absence of those impurities in the grown materials. Low intensity peaks are observed, corresponding to ZnO (101), (102), (110), (103) and (200). Similar diffraction patterns were observed for 5 and 10 % Mg at the core. Figure 4.3, B-D shows the dominant peak related to ZnO (002) at 34° (2θ), supporting the vertical alignment of the NWs observed in the SEM images. The
peaks corresponding to ZnO and ZnMgO are observed to overlap since their lattice constants are very similar. A peak resulting from a combination of multiple peaks due to diverse crystal planes and/or materials may be decomposed using a Lorentzian fit to identify the constituent peaks, thereby providing the maximum (where the c-lattice constant is calculated) and the full-width at half-maximum (FWHM) for each of the peaks. The high resolution XRD at 34° shows a split in the diffraction peak confirming the ZnMgO/ZnO CS structure in agreement with the SEM, EDS and TEM analysis, varying depending upon Mg mole fraction. The peak attributed to the core-ZnMgO, shifted from 34.4635° to 34.5580° for Mg mole fraction of 2% and 10% from which the c-lattices constants were estimated to be 5.2005 and 5.1867Å. The peak related to the shell (ZnO) varied from 34.3784 for 2% Mg to 34.4710 for 10% Mg, suggesting a c-lattice constant of 5.21 to 5.1995Å, respectively. The relative variation of Zn_{1-x}Mg_xO c-lattice constant is in accordance to Ohtomo et al. [2] The c-lattice constant of the core is consistent with ZnMgO NWs grown on p-Si (5.1889Å, 10%Mg), [3] (5.191Å, 12% Mg) [4] and on c-sapphire (5.1873Å, 8% Mg). [5] The FWHMs were estimated to be 0.0641° (θ), 0.0685° (θ) and 0.0818° (θ), corresponding to 2%, 5% and 10% Mg at the core, respectively.
4.3 Gas Sensing

4.3.1 Device-Fabrication and Operation

Figure 4.4 shows the schematic of the fabricated Zn$_{1-x}$Mg$_x$O/ZnO CS gas sensor operated at room temperature. For each device, three different Mg mole fractions were used in the core of the CS structures, 0.02, 0.05 and 0.1, which will be referred as CS-0.02, CS-0.05 and CS-0.1, respectively, in the rest of the discussion. The ZnMgO/ZnO CS detectors were fabricated by depositing indium on p-Si, serving as the bottom metal contact, and mounting the sample on a chip holder. Indium dots were deposited on the ZnMgO/ZnO surface using a home-built indium-soldering station, serving as the top metal contact. A load resistance was connected in series with the gas sensor (1 kΩ) to form a voltage divider. The gas sensor was biased with 2V while the output voltage was measured across the load resistor.
Variation on the resistance of the sensor upon varying concentration of gas molecules is observed at the output voltage of the load resistor. When the device is exposed to air, the O\textsubscript{2} molecules (in the air) get adsorb or trap in the oxygen vacancies states. With gas reaching the sensor surface, methoxy species and formaldehyde molecules are formed by dissociative chemisorption of methanol. [6] Subsequently, the mentioned species gives rise to formic acid liberating an electron. This electron enters into the conduction band and lowers the resistivity of the sensor material. [7] The oxygen vacancies can enhance the oxygen molecular absorption and promote the dissociative adsorption, in which one of the oxygen atoms fills the original oxygen vacancies. [8]

![Diagram of Zn1-xMgxO/ZnO gas sensor]

**Fig. 4.4:** Shows the schematic of the fabricated Zn1-xMgxO/ZnO CS gas sensor operated at room temperature. The ZnMgO/ZnO CS detectors were fabricated by depositing indium used as bottom and top contacts. The response of the device was measured through a load resistance of 1 kΩ

**4.3.2 Device-Performance**

Figure 4.5 shows the voltage variation of the gas sensor with/without methanol gas. The response time for adsorption and desorption of gas molecules is shown on figure 4 for each of the Mg concentration at the core. During desorption of the methanol molecules, two
transitions are observed for the CS-0.02 and CS-0.05 based sensor while a single transition for the CS-0.1 based sensor. The activation energy of the defects are calculated from these transition times using the following equation [9]:

\[
    t_d = \frac{1}{\sigma_n \nu_{th} N_C e^{-(E_c-E_T)/kT}}
\]

where \( t_d \) (= 0.37 and 0.48s for CS-0.02, 5.98 and 0.89s for CS-0.05 and 0.130s for CS-0.1) is the detrapping time, \( \sigma_n \) (= 1.6x10^{-13} \text{ cm}^{-2} [10]) is the electron capture cross section, \( \nu_{th} \) = thermal velocity \( (\sqrt{3kT/m_e^*}) \), \( N_C \) (= 1x10^{18} \text{ cm}^{-3} ) is the effective density of states, \( E_c \) and \( E_T \) are the conduction and trap energy levels, and \( m_e^* \) (= 0.321 for CS-0.02, 0.3216 for CS-0.05 and 0.3240 for CS-0.1) is the electron effective mass. The activation energy for CS-0.02, CS-0.05 and CS-0.1 - gas sensor is approximately 1.19-1.20eV, 1.22-1.26eV and 1.16eV, respectively. This activation energy corresponds to doubly charged oxygen vacancy (Vo^{2+}). [11]
Native defects at the surface of metal oxides have been theoretically predicted to dominate the chemical properties and adsorption behavior [12]. The photoluminescence (PL) spectra for different Mg mole fraction core-shell structures are shown in figure 4.6. The PL was taken at room temperature using a He-Cd 325nm laser line, and the PL spectrum was normalized during calibration at the laser wavelength. Native defects increase as the concentration of Mg at the core increases with the sensitivity increasing proportionately for high concentration of methanol (> 5000ppm), 25%, 48% and 50% (CS-0.02, CS-0.05 and CS-0.10, respectively). For example, the maxima for the peak at 440nm (shallow donor oxygen vacancy transition [13]) are 0.3852mV, 0.4558mV and 0.84mV for CS-0.02, CS-0.05 and CS-0.10, respectively. The intensity of the PL spectra increases almost linearly with increasing Mg concentration while the sensitivity increased at a sub-linear rate with Mg mole fraction. This observation is in agreement with direct correlation of native defects in ZnO NWs and associated higher sensitivity in gas sensing reported by Ahn et al. [14] The native defects along with their intensity becoming increasingly more prominent with increasing Mg mole fraction in a core-shell structure may be correlated with either: a) increase in strain as the lattice mismatch between ZnMgO/ZnO at the heterointerface increases with larger Mg concentration, b) or dislocations at the interface that increase with shell thickness. As the thickness of the shell approximate to the critical layer thickness (hc) for larger Mg mole fraction (hc for Zn0.98Mg0.02O/ZnO = 117nm, hc for

**Fig. 4.5:** Shows the variation on voltage through the load resistance of the methanol sensors as gas get introduced on chamber. Prior introducing methanol gas to the chamber, the flow rate is stabilized to a concentration of approximately 5,000ppm. Once the gas is introduced, the variation in resistance is measured, followed by vent of the gas, exposing the sensor to dry air.
Zn_{0.95}Mg_{0.05}O/ZnO = 56nm and h_{c} for Zn_{0.9}Mg_{0.1}O/ZnO = 55.6nm) the increasing built strain at the interface decrease the formation energy of Vo^{2+}. The formation energy of the point defect decreases with larger Mg mole fraction at the core, therefore, the concentration of point defects increase as shown in equation (2), \( c = N_{\text{sites}} e^{-\frac{E_{f}}{k_{B}T}} \) where, \( N_{\text{sites}} \) is the number of sites for the point defect, \( E_{f} \) is the formation energy, \( k_{B} \) is the Boltzmann constant and \( T \) is the temperature [15]. If the thickness of the shell exceeds the critical layer thickness, the heteroepitaxial layer relax through dislocations. The enhanced sensitivity observed in core-shell nanostructures may be explained as follows. The native defects of the ZnO nanorods identified in the photoluminescence spectra at room temperature are significantly lower than those for core-shell structures [16]. These defects are attributed to hydrothermal synthesis that typically introduce native defects in ZnO nanorods (the predominant sensing mechanism in ZnO) as compared to other growth techniques [17]. This observation is validated when we compare measured the native defects in Zn_{0.9}Mg_{0.1}O and ZnO nanowires, grown via metal-organic chemical vapor deposition (MOCVD), where no defects in the range of 390nm to 525nm are observed (see figure B). Therefore, the high density of native defects observed in core-shell structures is not due only to hydrothermal growth but may have been introduced either by strain developed at the ZnMgO/ZnO heterointerface that increase with increasing Mg mole fraction at the core or interface states. Similar increment in native defects in a core-shell structure was observed for CdSe/CdS using steady state PL and time-domain PL [18]. Chen et al. observed that upon passivation CdS shell of few monolayers was able to remove surface defects with improved PL that otherwise were plagued by strain induced native defects. In addition to introducing
defects, MgO in ZnO improve the dissociation of methanol to CH$_3$O$^-$ and H$^+$ contributing to higher sensitivity [19].

**Fig. 4.6:** A) Shows the photoluminescence (PL) spectrum of the CS structure for different Mg mole fractions. B) Shows the PL for ZnO NRs and Zn$_{0.9}$Mg$_{0.1}$O NWs with a minimum of native defects, in contrast to CS structures.

### 4.4 Conclusions

Co-axial Zn$_{1-x}$Mg$_x$O core, ZnO shell structure were consistently grown using MOCVD with Mg mole fractions of 2, 5 and 10%. The variation of Mg mole fraction at the core was achieved by adjusting the Cp$_2$Mg/DEZn ratio and tuning the annealing conditions. The coaxial core shell structure and the Mg mole fraction at the core was confirmed using SEM equipped with EDS, high resolution TEM (also equipped with EDS) and XRD. In the case of bright field TEM images, a brightness contrast was observed between the core and the shell. An overlapping in the diffraction peaks was observed with XRD measurements associated to ZnO (002). After being decomposed using a Lorentzian fit, the peaks corresponding to ZnO and ZnMgO were identified, confirming the observations from SEM and TEM. The adsorption and desorption properties of the CS were explored under
methanol atmosphere. The energy trap for CS-0.02, CS-0.05 and CS-0.1 corresponds to doubly charged oxygen vacancy (V_{o}^{2+}). The sensitivity of the devices were also measured at room temperature showing an increase with the increment of Mg mole fraction at the core for high concentration of methanol attributed to larger defect at the ZnMgO/ZnO interface.
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Chapter 5

Horizontal ZnO Nanorods

This chapter presents the growth dynamics of ZnO horizontal nanorods without pre-treating the substrate using patterns, etching or catalyst. The ratio of the Zn$^{2+}$ and OH$^{-}$ ions contributes to whether the nanorods will be oriented along the (002) or (001) plane. Additionally, the physical and crystal properties of the horizontal nanorods are presented.

5.1 Growth ZnO horizontal nanorods.

ZnO horizontal nanorods were grown on ZnO thin film/p-Si, as described in section 2.1. The samples are immersed in an aqueous solution upside down at the surface of the solution. The solutions have: 10 mL of DI (deionized) water, with 27mMol of hexamethylenetetramine (HMTA) and different concentration of zinc nitrate hexahydrate ($\text{Zn(NO}_3\text{)}_2 + 6\text{H}_2\text{O}$), 3.29mMol, 6.53mMol, 11.35mMol and 17mMol. The glass bottles are placed in a water bath at 90º C during a period of 6 – 20 hours.

5.2 Discussion

Figure 5.1-(A, B) shows environmental scanning electron micrographs (E-SEM) of NRs grown on ZnO thin film. The horizontal nanorods had a length and diameter distribution of 1 – 7μm and 200 – 500nm, respectively, varying depending upon initial precursor ratio (zinc nitrate/HMTA). The lengths and diameters of the NRs also vary with time as the precursor ratio does not remain constant throughout the entire duration of the growth affecting the pH of the solution that in turn modifies the aspect ratio of the
NRs/NWs [1]. The solution containing zinc nitrate and HMTA, acting as zinc and oxygen sources while HMTA acts as a weak base, slowly hydrolyzing in water and releasing OH\(^{-}\). With time, Zn\(^{2+}\) ions would precipitate in the solution changing the pH and altering growth rate. The NRs were grown on ZnO film without pretreatment of the substrates that usually required using metal-catalysts, optical lithography, surface modification via etching or an inhibitor layer. Figure 5.1-C shows the step (or methodology) to achieve quasi-horizontal nanowires [2].

![SEM image of horizontal NRs](image)

**Fig. 5.1:** SEM of horizontal NRs grown at 90 °C with a HMTA concentration of 37mg and zinc nitrate of A) 19.4mg, B) 33.7mg. Figure 1-C summarizes typical growth process reported in the literature to achieve "horizontal" NWs/NRs.

Varying the concentration of zinc nitrate (Zn(NO\(_3\))\(_2\)) while keeping HMTA constant resulted indifferent horizontal NRs density. Density of horizontal NRs increased with lower zinc nitrate concentration for the same growth time, 18hrs. The table 5.1 summarized the growth conditions, showing three Zn(NO\(_3\))\(_2\) concentrations of 3.29mMol, 6.53mMol and 11.35mMol, keeping HMTA concentration constant at 27mMol and the volume of de-ionized (DI) water fixed at 10 mL. The amount of Zn ions is proportional to the concentration of Zinc Nitrate in the solution. Note that Zn\(^{+2}\) ions are the limiting reagent, while OH\(^{-}\) ions are the excess reagent. Figure 5.2 show that the density of horizontal nanorods decreases (from left to right) for increasing concentration of zinc nitrate, an
observation supported by Ye Sun et al. [3]. By increasing the amount of Zn$^{2+}$ ions, less horizontal nanorods are observed and small nanowires begin to grow. In sample number 4 with zinc nitrate concentration of 50.8mg, few horizontal nanorods are observed with a uniform distribution of nano-strings under the NRs. The supersaturation degree of the solution, for prolonged duration of growth, promotes the growth of vertical nanowires instead.

For a Zn(NO$_3$)$_2$ concentration between 3.29mMol and 11.35mMol, the NRs are symmetrical along the vertical axis and the diameters slightly decrease at the tips of the NRs forming nano-dumbells [4]. In the case of Zn$^{2+}$ concentration of 3.29 mMol or lower, an asymmetric growth along the vertical axis was observed as shown in figure 5.3. The asymmetric formation takes place when the growth along (0001) reaches an equilibrium and the growth along (0001) direction is favored instead. With the samples exposed to the solution for a prolonged period of time, concentration of Zn$^{2+}$ ions become low and ZnO

Fig. 5.2: SEM of horizontal nanorods grown using hydrothermal synthesis. The left-image shows 6 NRs on a 48µm x 48µm area for a zinc nitrate concentration of 9.8mg. The center-image shows 8 NRs on a 88µm x 88µm area for a zinc nitrate concentration of 19.4mg. The right-image shows 3 NRs on a 170µm x 170µm area for a zinc nitrate concentration of 33.7mg.

For a Zn(NO$_3$)$_2$ concentration between 3.29mMol and 11.35mMol, the NRs are symmetrical along the vertical axis and the diameters slightly decrease at the tips of the NRs forming nano-dumbells [4]. In the case of Zn$^{2+}$ concentration of 3.29 mMol or lower, an asymmetric growth along the vertical axis was observed as shown in figure 5.3. The asymmetric formation takes place when the growth along (0001) reaches an equilibrium and the growth along (0001) direction is favored instead. With the samples exposed to the solution for a prolonged period of time, concentration of Zn$^{2+}$ ions become low and ZnO
facet with negatively charged oxygen termination (0001) is favored at this stage [5-6]. The growth kinetics along (0001) may be reduced by increasing zinc nitrate concentration from 9.8 mg to 19.4mg. With increased concentration of zinc nitrate the NWs become oxygen deficient, as is observed from energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS) measurements, resulting in slower growth rate along (0001). For example, EDS shows a Zn:O ratio of 0.90:1 in sample number 1 (9.8mg of zinc nitrate), Zn:O ratio of 0.98:1 for sample 2 (19.4mg of zinc nitrate), Zn:O ratio of 1:0.79 for sample 3 (33.7mg of zinc nitrate) and, Zn:O ratio of 1:0.75 for sample 4 (50.3mg of zinc nitrate).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Zinc Nitrate</th>
<th>HMTA</th>
<th>Approx. Ratio</th>
<th>Approx. Density</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>9.8 mg</td>
<td>37.8 mg</td>
<td>1:9</td>
<td>6 NRs on 48x48 µm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19.4 mg</td>
<td>37 mg</td>
<td>1:4</td>
<td>8 NRs on 88x88 µm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33.7 mg</td>
<td>36.6 mg</td>
<td>1:2</td>
<td>3 NRs on 170x170 µm</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 5.1:** Summary of growth for ZnO horizontal nanorods grown at 90 °C using hydrothermal synthesis for 18hrs

**Fig. 5.3:** Asymmetrical ZnO horizontal NRs grown with 3.29 mMol of zinc nitrate.
In the present case, the density of the nanorods is determined by the initial precursor ratio, which is easier to control than the previously reported works by other groups. Growth symmetry varied from low to high based upon the initial precursor concentrations. It is to be noted that Qin et al. [2] incorporated Cr layer as an inhibitor to control the density of the nanowires. Soman et al. [8] employed different slit density to control the density of the nanowires. The nanowires demonstrated mirror symmetry along c-axis (vertical axis), but poor symmetry along the horizontal axis. For instance, moving away from the substrate along the vertical axis, the diameter changes from 400nm to 800nm. Similar changes are observed for the lengths of the nanowires varying from 2μm to 8μm.

To further investigate the crystal structure of the horizontal nanorods, the growth was repeated on p-Si substrate without the ZnO buffer layer. The XRD patterns are shown in figure 5.4, with all the peaks corresponding to the silicon substrate except for ZnO (100) at 31.85° (2θ). The a-lattice constant is calculating (from equation 2.2) to be 3.2420 Å. As no other peak corresponding to ZnO is observed, it is appropriate to say that the ZnO nanorods are single crystal. For reference, the XRD for p-Si substrate is shown in Figure 5.4-B.
Conclusions

The growth steps for horizontal nanowires without pre-treatment was developed. The dynamic of the growth was explained in terms of the Zn$^{2+}$ to OH$^-$ ions ratio. The horizontal nanowires had diameters in the range 200 – 500 nm and lengths between 1 – 7 µm, depending upon the growth duration and precursors ratio. Density of horizontal NRs increased with lower zinc nitrate concentration for the same growth time, 18hrs. For a zinc nitrate concentration of 3.29mMol, an asymmetrical growth along the vertical axis was observed possibly due to oxygen termination which resulted in slower growth rate along (0001). These observations were validated using EDS which reflected higher concentration of oxygen in the ZnO NRs prepared with lower concentration zinc nitrate. XRD also confirmed that the NRs are single crystal oriented in the (001) plane or parallel to the substrate.

Fig. 5.4: XRD of A) horizontal ZnO nanorods grown on p-Si, with a single diffraction peak at 31.85° (2θ) corresponding to ZnO (100). B) p-Si used as the substrate.

5.3 Conclusions

The growth steps for horizontal nanowires without pre-treatment was developed. The dynamic of the growth was explained in terms of the Zn$^{2+}$ to OH$^-$ ions ratio. The horizontal nanowires had diameters in the range 200 – 500 nm and lengths between 1 – 7 µm, depending upon the growth duration and precursors ratio. Density of horizontal NRs increased with lower zinc nitrate concentration for the same growth time, 18hrs. For a zinc nitrate concentration of 3.29mMol, an asymmetrical growth along the vertical axis was observed possibly due to oxygen termination which resulted in slower growth rate along (0001). These observations were validated using EDS which reflected higher concentration of oxygen in the ZnO NRs prepared with lower concentration zinc nitrate. XRD also confirmed that the NRs are single crystal oriented in the (001) plane or parallel to the substrate.
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Chapter 6

ZnMgO/ZnO HFET

This chapter describes the fabrication and performance of the back gate ZnO FET. The device, as reported previously, requires a large positive gate voltage to turn the device on, while the current density remains relatively low when compared to Si-based devices. Nevertheless, a ZnMgO/ZnO heteroepitaxial layer used as the active channel could improve the device performance by at least $1 \times 10^3$ mA/mm as demonstrated.

6.1 ZnO Back Gate FET

6.1.1 Fabrication ZnO Back Gate FET

p-Si substrate was cleaned under ultrasound on acetone and methanol. Then rinsed in DI water and dried at 150°C for 15min. The ZnO film was fabricated using the MOCVD, at 300°C for 6min 35sec, using 50sccm of DEZn @20°C and a bubbler pressure of 300 Torrs while flowing 102sccm of N$_2$ through injector 2. N$_2$O was used as the oxygen source with 35sccm and 0.65SLPM of N$_2$ in the background. Then, the ZnO film was annealed at 625°C for 10 min under 1 SLPM of N$_2$ in the background.

After the growth of the film, the sample was cleaned under ultrasound on acetone and methanol as described previously. Positive photoresist S1805 was span coated at 4000 rpm for 1 min, followed by soft-bake for 1 min at 100°C (115°C in the hot plate). Then the sample was exposed to UV for 5 sec and developed using MF-CD-26 developer. The source and drain were deposited using plasma gold sputtering for 120 seconds two times.
The same process was used for the back gate. Finally, the sample was annealed for 1 min 30 sec at 150°C in an oven. The structure is shown in Fig 6.1

![Diagram of ZnO thin film back gate transistor](image)

**Fig. 6.1:** Schematic of the ZnO thin film back gate transistor.

### 6.1.2 ZnO FET Back Gate Device Performance

The drain current vs. drain voltage for different gate voltages is shown in Fig 6.2. The device exhibits a drain current in the order of few microamps with a threshold voltage of about 5 V. The device has a width of 76µm, while the length is of 19µm, resulting in a W/L ratio of 4. The effective low field mobility ($\mu_{n\text{-eff}}$) is estimated to be $0.1 \text{ cm}^2/\text{V.s}$ at $I_D = 1.66\mu\text{A}$ for a $V_{GS} = 20 \text{ V}$, $V_T = 5\text{V}$, $k_n’ = 3.33\times10^{-9} \text{ A/V}^2$ and $C_{ox} = 3.64\times10^{-4} \text{ F/m}^2$. The performance of the ZnO FET is similar to those reported previously, with the exception that those devices have a larger W/L when compared to 4. For example, Cross et. al. reported a ZnO thin film transistor with a thickness of 150 nm grown via RF sputtering, with a W/L ratio of 20 yielding to an effective mobility of $0.8 – 2.3 \text{ cm}^2/\text{V.s}$ with a threshold voltage of 15 V [1]. Similarly, R.L. Hoffman, reported a 50 nm ZnO thin FET using a back gate with a W/L 9:1, resulting in $\mu_{n\text{-eff}} = 25 \text{ cm}^2/\text{V.s}$ at a gate/source voltage of about 60 V [2].
6.2 ZnMgO/ZnO Heterojunction Back Gate FET

6.2.1 Fabrication ZnMgO/ZnO Heterojunction Back Gate FET

The fabrication of the ZnMgO/ZnO HFET followed the same steps as for the ZnO FET described in section 6.1.1, with the addition of the ZnMgO thin film layer. ZnMgO was grown at 300°C for 1 minute, using 50 sccm of DEZn and 200 sccm of Cp₂Mg (zinc and magnesium precursors, respectively). Afterwards, the ZnMgO layer was annealed at 800°C for 10 minutes under N₂. Fig 6.3 shows a schematic of the fabricated device. The fabrication steps have been summarized in Fig 6.4, similar to the ZnO FET, with the addition that the metal contacts were annealed at 300°C for 1 min under N₂.

![ID-VDS characteristics for a ZnO thin FET with a VGS = 20 – 35 V.](image-url)
The dc performance of the ZnMgO/ZnO back gate HFET shows a $I_{DS}$ of about 1.5 mA/mm ($\sim 0.1$ mA) for a $V_{GS} = 40$ V, as shown in Fig 6.5. The HFET structure resulted in a drain current 1x10$^5$ times larger as compared to the same device with only ZnO active.

---

**Fig. 6.3:** Schematic of the ZnMgO/ZnO thin film back gate transistor.

**Fig. 6.4:** Fabrication steps for the ZnMgO/ZnO thin film back gate transistor.

### 6.2.2 ZnMgO/ZnO Heterojunction Back Gate FET Device Performance

The dc performance of the ZnMgO/ZnO back gate HFET shows an $I_{DS}$ of about 1.5 mA/mm ($\sim 0.1$ mA) for a $V_{GS} = 40$ V, as shown in Fig 6.5. The HFET structure resulted in a drain current 1x10$^5$ times larger as compared to the same device with only ZnO active.
layer. An improvement in the drain current could be as a consequence of a 2-DEG concentration, however, still needs to be further investigate. The 2-DEG formation in ZnO/ZnMgO, relies on electron confinement at the interface due to the conduction band offset and polar surface [3]. The large gate potential applied between terminal source and gate could be imposed by the thickness of the p-Si substrate (230µ), which may be avoided by rather using a top gate, see next section. A maximum transconductance of 0.15 mS/mm was observed. No ZnMgO/ZnO HFET back gate device has been reported before.

**Fig. 6.5:** Drain current vs drain voltage, comparing the performances of the ZnMgO/ZnO and ZnO based devices. The right-hand I-V characteristics is shown in logarithmic scale.

### 6.3 Future Recommendations

The outstanding quality of the ZnO film has been demonstrated by the FWHM of the XRD data, the low native defects in the room temperature PL, as seen in chapter 2, and the electron mobility of 531 cm$^2$/V.s. The quality of the ZnO surpass GaN, which typically has large defect density and lower saturation velocity (3x10$^7$ cm/s at an electric field of 175 kV/cm, and 3.25x10$^7$ cm/s at an electric field of 260 kV/cm, for GaN and ZnO, respectively [4]. Nevertheless, there is room for improvement when it comes to design and fabrication of the HFET structures. Perhaps, a top gate contact that would reduce the applied gate bias.
The suggested design and fabrication steps are illustrated in fig 6.6 and 6.7, respectively. In addition, characterization of the ZnMgO/ZnO interface using SIMS (secondary ion mass spectroscopy) to confirm the 2-DEG concentration is required. Specifically, to characterize the 2-DEG concentration as function of Mg mole fraction and thickness of the ZnMgO layer.

Fig. 6.6: Schematic of design for ZnMgO/ZnO HFET
Fig. 6.7: Design, fabrication steps for the ZnMgO/ZnO HFET.
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